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Abstract  15 

Bioelectrochemical system (BES) has been considered as one of the efficient 16 

methods for recalcitrant organic pollutant removal. This study compared three 17 

different cathodes, i.e. carbon rod (CR), copper foam (Cu), nickel foam (NF), for 18 

chloramphenicol (CAP) removal in BESs, while Cu and NF have not been used as 19 

cathodes for CAP degradation before. The results demonstrated that with 0.3 V 20 

applied voltage, 100% removal of 32 mg L-1 CAP was observed after 36 h and 24 h 21 

with CR and Cu electrodes respectively, while amines were the main intermediate 22 

products. The performance of Cu cathode was 15.13 times better than NF electrode 23 

under 0.3 V applied voltage. When the applied voltage increased to 0.5 V, CAP could 24 

be completely removed within 12 h with Cu electrode, while complete CAP removal 25 

was found after 24 hours for CR and more than 120 hours for NF respectively. With 26 

0.5 V applied voltage in 24 h degradation period, the final degradation products were 27 

found to be CO2 and H2O for Cu electrode, while nitrobenzene and 4-Nitrobenzyl 28 

alcohol were the main products for CR and NF electrodes respectively. The results 29 

demonstrated that Cu was the most efficient cathode for CAP degradation. 30 

 31 

Keywords: Chloramphenicol; Bioelectrochemical systems; Metal foam electrodes; 32 

Degradation mechanism 33 
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1. Introduction 34 

Widespread of antibiotics in the open environment has become an emerging 35 

concern in recent years [1]. A variety of antibiotics were detected in pharmaceutical 36 

manufacturing wastewater [2]. The wastewater, once entering the environment, will 37 

impose a potential environmental risk and threaten human health. Among the 38 

commonly used antibiotics, chloramphenicol (CAP) is a popular antibiotic compound 39 

for human and animals due to its excellent antimicrobial properties and low price [3, 40 

4]. It has a broad-spectrum and can effectively deactivate most of Gram-positive and 41 

Gram-negative bacteria [5, 6]. Therefore, many researchers have looked into their 42 

impact on the environment and explored the methodologies to effectively remove this 43 

compound.  44 

It was reported that chlorinated nitro aromatic antibiotics could be removed by 45 

conventional biological wastewater treatment system with a long solids retention time 46 

(SRT) (10-70 days) [7, 8]. However, the degradation cannot be completed and 47 

4-nitromandelic acid, 4-nitrobenzyl alcohol, 4-nitrobenzoic acid, 4-aminobenzoic  48 

acid, are commonly found in the treated effluent, and long SRT also leads to sludge 49 

accumulation [9]. On the other hand, electrolysis can reduce CAP efficiently and 50 

completely, while the high energy consumption is a major concern to deploy such 51 

technology [5]. 52 

CAP can exhibit reduction peak current when the potential is below -0.4 V in 53 

electrochemical test [10], hence microbial electrolysis cell (MECs) with a 0.5 V 54 

applied voltage have been explored for CAP reduction [3, 10-13]. Lower applied 55 

voltage has not been tested according to our best knowledge. In most of these studies, 56 
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conventional carbon-based materials, e.g. carbon rod, carbon fiber, graphite felt, 57 

carbon cloth, graphite blush, were selected as cathodes. In spite of non-corrosive and 58 

biocompatibility characteristics of carbon materials, the conductivity is not as good as 59 

metal materials [14]. Metal materials are commonly used in some conventional 60 

electrolysis process to enhance electrochemical catalytic activity [15, 16]. Compared 61 

to normal metal electrodes, metals foam has highly open porous walls and larger 62 

specific surface area [17, 18]. The unique characteristics of metal foams can accept 63 

the electrochemical deposition. The excellent performance of copper nanofoams in the 64 

CO2 reduction in an electrochemical cell indicated that the high surface roughness, 65 

hierarchical porosity, and confinement of reactive species of the material contributed 66 

to both final products and faradaic efficiencies [18]. Nickel foam as the cathode was 67 

studied in an electrocoagulation device for boron removal and results revealed nickel 68 

foam removed 99.2% of 10 mg L-1 boron acid in 120 min at particular onset potential 69 

of 0.8 V [19]. Nickel foam has also been considered as the best cathode material for 70 

hydrogen generation [20].  71 

In this study, for the first time, the metal foam was used as the cathode to 72 

degrade toxic and recalcitrant organic compounds in a bioelectrochemical system. 73 

CAP was chosen as a model antibiotic to investigate the efficiency of carbon rod, 74 

copper foam and nickel foam as electrodes. The effect of applied voltage and 75 

electrochemical activity of these materials were elucidated by cyclic voltammetry 76 

(CV) test and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The degradation 77 

mechanism of CAP in the electrochemical oxidation system was analyzed and a 78 
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possible degradation pathway of CAP was proposed. 79 

 80 

2. Methods and materials 81 

2.1 Reactor setup 82 

All bioelectrochemical reactors were made of dual cubic chambers, which were 83 

separated by a cation exchange membrane (Ultrex CMI-7000, Membranes 84 

International, Ringwood, NJ, USA). The working volume of each chamber was 28 85 

mL. A carbon rod (CR, Chijiu Duratight Carbon Co., China) and graphite fiber 86 

(1.5×1.5×1.0 cm, Sanye Co., Beijing, China) were used as the anode electrode. 87 

During the acclimation period, carbon rod was also used as the cathode electrode. 88 

Carbon rod (CR, diameter of 0.8 cm, length of 3.2 cm), copper foam (Cu, 2.0×2.0 cm, 89 

99%, Jiashide Co. Suzhou, China) and nickel foam (NF, 2.0×2.0 cm, 99.9%, Jiashide 90 

Co. Suzhou, China) were applied as cathode materials for comparison during 91 

experiment stage. The working area for all these three cathode electrodes was 8 cm2. 92 

During the electrochemical tests, all current density were normalized by the working 93 

area of electrodes. These materials were cleaned before tests using 0.5 M H2SO4. 94 

Three reactors with different cathodes were operated in parallel to compare the 95 

performance of CAP removal. All reactors were operated under open circuit condition 96 

with different applied voltage (0.3 V and 0.5 V in sequence).  97 

 98 

2.2 Inoculation and operation 99 

The microbial community in anode chambers was inoculated from a 100 
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bioelectrochemical reactor with acetate as feed [21, 22]. The anolyte composed of (g 101 

L-1) sodium acetate, 1.0; KH2PO4, 4.4; K2HPO4, 3.4; NH4Cl, 1.3; KCl, 0.78; MgCl2, 102 

0.2; CaCl2, 0.0146; NaCl, 0.5; trace vitamins and minerals [23-25]. The feed was 103 

sparged with N2 for 15 min before fed into the anode chamber. During anode 104 

acclimation period, DI water with dissolved oxygen was used as electrons acceptor in 105 

cathode chamber [14], and an external resistor of 1000 Ω was used [23]. After 106 

eight-cycle feeding, the catholyte was replaced by aqueous CAP (32 mg L-1, pH = 6.0 107 

and 3.83 ± 0.04 mg L-1 dissolved oxygen). The pH and conductivity of catholyte were 108 

adjusted with 1 M HCl and 1 M NaCl respectively.  109 

Microbial fuel cell (MFC) mode was applied during the acclimation period. 110 

From day 18, three reactors were operated under applied voltage of 0.3 V (MEC mode) 111 

to investigate the removal efficiencies. In order to compare the performance with the 112 

literature [10], a higher applied voltage of 0.5 V, which was commonly used for CAP 113 

degradation, was investigated from day 30 to day 60. Open circuit conditions (OCCs) 114 

as control experiments for three cathodes were carried out separately to examine 115 

changes of CAP in the absence of current generation. All reactors were operated in 116 

fed-batch mode and maintained at room temperature. All experiments were carried out 117 

in duplicates.  118 

 119 

2.3 Measurements and analysis 120 

Total chemical oxygen demand (COD) in the anolyte was determined according 121 

to the standard method [22, 26]. Total organic carbon (TOC) was analyzed by a TOC 122 
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auto analyzer (Shimadzu TOC-VCPH; Japan). Solid-phase extraction (SPE) (Strata-X, 123 

Phenomenex Co. Singapore) was conducted to detect CAP degradation products. 124 

After filtered through 0.22 µm filter, the purified samples were analyzed by a 125 

High-Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC 1260, Agilent) coupled with a C18 126 

column (Gemini-NX 3µ, 110A, 100×2.0 mm, Phenomenex). The mobile phase was 127 

methanol and water (55/45; V V-1). The eluent was delivered at a flow rate of 0.3 mL 128 

min-1 and the absorbance at 275 nm was measured. To identify the products of CAP 129 

degradation, LC-MS/MS (G6460C, Agilent) equipped with an electrospray ionization 130 

source were used. The LC/MS was operated under negative [27] polarity mode with 131 

the same C18 column. The mobile phases were gradient distilled water and 132 

acetonitrile with 0.1% acetic acid, at a 0.25 mL min-1 flow rate. The scanned range 133 

was from 60 m/z (mass to charge) to 400 m/z. 134 

An automatic data collection system (PISO-813, Hongge Co., Taiwan) was used 135 

for collecting potential of anode and cathode. The power density of microbial cells 136 

was tested with a potentiostat (SP-150, BioLogic, Singapore) using the anode as a 137 

counter electrode and cathode as the working electrode. Before the linear sweep 138 

voltammetry measurement, the cell was in open circuital mode until the potential was 139 

stabilized and then tested from 0.0 V to the open circuital potential (OCP) at a scan 140 

rate of 0.1 mV s-1 [23]. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and cyclic 141 

voltammetry (CV) tests for cathode were conducted with the same potentiostat. A 142 

three-electrode system using cathode electrode as working electrode, an Ag/AgCl as 143 

the reference (195 mV vs. SHE) near the working electrode and a Pt filament as a 144 
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counter electrode was set-up for EIS and CV tests. The Pt filament was used to 145 

replace the anode biofilm to avoid any possible effect of anode bacteria on the 146 

analysis of the cathode. During the analysis, the anolyte was 50 mM PBS buffer 147 

solution while the catholyte was 32 mg L-1 CAP solution. The electrodes were 148 

characterized electrochemically by CV tests in a NaCl solution without (same 149 

conductivity as 32 mg L-1 CAP) and with 32 mg L-1 CAP. EIS analysis was conducted 150 

under polarized conditions, which was close to MFC cathodic operating potentials of 151 

-0.1 V and 0 V (vs. SHE, for different cathodes), with a frequency range of 100 kHz 152 

to 1 mHz and a sinusoidal perturbation of 10 mV reference amplitude[28]. The 153 

equivalent circuit and detailed value of different resistances were conducted through 154 

Zsimpwin software [29].  155 

 156 

2.4 Calculation 157 

Reduction efficiency of CAP in MEC, anodic coulombic efficiencies (CEan), 158 

reaction rate constant k (h-1), half-life time (t1/2) and overall system efficiency for 159 

CAP degradation (mol CAP mol-1 △COD) were calculated using Eqs. (1)-(5): 160 
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 166 

Where CAPi is the initial concentration in the catholyte whereas CAPt is the 167 

concentration at an operation time of t (mol L-1); VMEC, an and VMEC, ca are anolyte and 168 

catholyte volumes in the MEC respectively (L). ΔCODMECan is the cumulative COD 169 

consumptions over a set period of t in the anodes of MEC (g L-1); I is circuit current 170 

(A); 32 is the atom/molecule weight of O2; 4 is the molar number of electrons required 171 

for oxygen reduction (mol mol-1); F is the Faraday constant (96485, C mol-1 e-). 172 

 173 

3. Results and discussion 174 

3.1 Comparison of CR, Cu and NF reactor performance under 0.3 V applied voltage 175 

During acclimation period, reactors were in MFC mode, where dissolved O2 was 176 

cathodic electrons acceptor. In initial five cycles, feed medium was mixed with anode 177 

effluent from a stable MFC reactor to accelerate the enrichment of exoelectrogens. 178 

After several cycles, the potential in MFC experienced a gradual decrease (Fig. 1A). 179 

From day 10 onwards, feed medium only was used and the potential of anode further 180 

decreased from -0.25 V to -0.3 V. These values are frequently observed with 1 g L-1 181 

acetate as anodic fuel in MFC [30]. The results clearly demonstrated the development 182 

of biofilms on anode electrode was successful and the biofilms were matured after 5-6 183 

cycles. From day 18, DI water in cathode chamber was replaced with 32.57 ± 0.62 mg 184 

L-1 CAP solution and the reactor was converted to MEC with applied 0.3 V voltage. 185 

As such, a sharp decrease of the cathode potential was observed (Fig. 1A). The 186 
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potential appeared stable in the following three cycles’ operation (Fig. 1A), 187 

demonstrating the suitability of the MEC for further experiments. 188 

In the open circuit test, only around 7.8% of CAP was removed during 120 h 189 

operation regardless of cathode type (Fig. 1B). Therefore, electrons generated from 190 

the anode and applied voltage can certainly enhance the degradation efficiency (Fig. 191 

1B). With 0.3 V applied voltage, 88.68% of CAP was removed in MEC using NF 192 

cathode after 120 h. The circuit current density of NF cathode was 4.91 ± 1.82 A m-3 193 

(Fig. 1D). The average cathode potential of NF was about -0.37 V (Fig. 1C), therefore 194 

hydrogen evolution may contribute as a electrons competitor in such system [20]. 195 

Different from NF performance, CR completely degraded CAP in 36 h with ηCAP of 196 

0.36 mol CAP mol-1 △COD and Cu completely removed CAP in 24 h with ηCAP of 197 

0.54 mol CAP mol-1 △COD respectively (Table 1). The higher current density of 198 

11.01 ± 4.07 A m-3 with Cu (Fig. 1D) may contribute to the higher removal efficiency. 199 

In addition, the rate constant k of Cu cathode was 1.75 and 16.13 times to that of CR 200 

and NF cathodes (Table 1), indicating that copper foam electrode had better 201 

degradation performance. Moreover, a higher CEan of Cu further confirmed that Cu 202 

was a more efficient material for CAP degradation. It was also understandable the 203 

more negative Cu cathode potentials of -0.52 V to -0.59 V (Fig. 1C) led to higher 204 

CAP degradation. These results demonstrated the importance of cathode materials 205 

selection on efficient CAP reduction in MEC.  206 

 207 

3.2 Comparison of CR, Cu and NF reactor performance under 0.5 V applied voltage 208 
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It was clear that the reduction efficiency of CAP by CR, Cu and NF cathodes 209 

increased with higher applied voltage (Table 1). Notwithstanding, the efficiency of NF 210 

cathode was always lower than the other two materials with the consequence of the 211 

lower current density (Fig. 2C). With higher applied voltage of 0.5 V, CAP 212 

degradation by NF cathode increased to 94.88% in 120 h, higher than the removal 213 

efficiency of 0.3 V condition (Table 1). The higher removal efficiency of CAP under 214 

0.5 V was due to the lower cathode potential and higher current density at higher 215 

applied voltage (Fig. 2). However, as an excellent cathode material for hydrogen 216 

evolution, nickel foam can benefit from the more negative cathode potentials at higher 217 

applied voltages for hydrogen evolution rather than CAP degradation [20, 31]. In 218 

addition, there was a general increase trend of the cathodes potential for these three 219 

cathodes under higher voltage (Fig. 2B), consistent with the tendency of circuit 220 

current (Fig. 2C). These results were in agreement with the previous study that higher 221 

circuit current led to higher over potential for hydrogen ion reduction [32, 33]. 222 

The three cathodes exhibited different overall efficiency (ηCAP) and CEan 223 

increased with the increase of corresponding circuit current in most cases (Table 1), 224 

mainly ascribed to the trend of anodic COD consumption (Eqs.2). The copper foam 225 

had higher overall efficiency at both applied voltage (Table 1). After 6 h, there was 226 

only 1.46 ± 0.28 mg L-1 CAP left in the effluent from Cu reactor under 0.5 V. 227 

However, lower anodic columbic efficiency was observed for Cu. This is the 228 

consequence of high COD consumption under higher applied voltage [20, 34]. At the 229 

same applied voltage of 0.5 V, the copper foam had a higher rate constant of 0.571 230 
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than that of carbon material based bio-cathode [10]. In addition, the XRD curves 231 

confirmed that CR and NF electrodes were very stable after 120 h operation, while a 232 

very small area of Cu electrode was oxidized to CuO likely due to the natural 233 

oxidation in the atmosphere during sample transportation and analysis (Fig. S1). 234 

Hence, there is a great potential for copper foam to replace conventional bio-cathode 235 

for CAP degradation due to the lower cost, better performance and stability. 236 

 237 

3.3 Voltammetric characteristics of cathodes using CV 238 

The CV curves for these electrodes were recorded between -1 to 0.5 V (vs. SHE) 239 

at a scan rate of 10 mV s-1. In the catholyte of BESs, oxygen, due to the high redox 240 

potential, can easily obtain electrons from the electrode. Oxygen reduction reaction 241 

(ORR) involves a series of electrons transfer processes which depend on the type of 242 

electrodes materials. In general, the reduction of oxygen in electrolysis process occurs 243 

through either two electrons or four electrons pathway [8]. The oxygen molecules 244 

approaches electrode through the diffusion transport, so adsorption preference of 245 

electrode materials towards oxygen may affect the preponderance of these two 246 

pathways [9]. CV tests can provide an effective way to analyze the ORR on the three 247 

electrodes and further reveal the mechanism of CAP degradation in BESs [10]. 248 

In the presence of oxygen without CAP, Cu and NF electrodes showed double 249 

reduction peaks at -0.12 V and -0.43 V respectively which demonstrated the oxygen 250 

was reduced through these two pathways on these metal foam electrodes (Fig. 3B). 251 

The two electron pathway is beneficial for the further formation of radials [9]. 252 
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However, CR as cathode only displayed one reduction peak near -0.20 V (Fig. 3B) 253 

that indicated the oxygen reduction was carried out through the four electron pathway 254 

with conventional carbon electrode [10]. Under the same electrolyte conditions, Cu 255 

electrode had a higher reduction peak current (Fig. 3B) which demonstrated this 256 

material had more catalytic characters for the ORR [11]. In the absence of oxygen, 257 

compared with the blank control, CAP exhibited reduction peak on these three 258 

electrodes at -0.40 V (Fig. 3A and Fig. 3B) which indicated the CAP could obtain 259 

electrons through electrodes directly [12].  260 

In the presence of both oxygen and CAP, these three electrodes showed ORR 261 

peak near -0.12 V and CAP degradation peak near -0.40 V (Fig. 3A), which suggested 262 

during the CAP degradation, oxygen was involved in the two electrons pathway and 263 

producing radicals [8]. This also corresponded with the observed hydrolysis product 264 

that had molecular mass of 339 (Fig. 5). As shown in Fig. 3A, when 32 mg L-1 CAP 265 

co-existed with the dissolved oxygen, a strong reduction current peak of -10.74 mA 266 

for copper foam was observed at -0.606 V (Fig. 3A). Compared to CR and NF 267 

electrodes, Cu exhibited higher reduction current. NF had the lowest reduction current 268 

at about -0.52 V, corresponding to the relatively poor performance for CAP 269 

degradation. The results strongly suggested that the removal efficiency of CAP was 270 

highly dependent on the materials reduction current. In addition, NF, as an excellent 271 

material for hydrogen generation, exhibited a hydrogen reduction peak near -0.79 V 272 

(Fig. 3A). This hydrogen generation process competed electrons with CAP 273 

degradation, leading to the lowest performance of NF (Fig. 2A) [6]. 274 
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In order to futher investgate the limiting factor of the electrolysis, copper foam as 275 

the most efficient cathode in this study was choosn as the electrode to test CV under 276 

different scan rates varying from 1 mV s-1 to 10 mV s-1. The effect of different scan 277 

rates on the voltammetric response of Cu electrode was investigated and the results 278 

are shown in Fig. 3C. It is clear that the redox couple in all cyclic voltammograms 279 

exhibited an increased current response with the increase of scan rate from 1 to 10 mV 280 

s-1. Fig. 3D showed that the peak currents were proportional to the square root of the 281 

scan rates. The peak current was linearly with the square root of scan rate, reflecting 282 

that the redox reactions on the Cu electrodes were the typical electrons acceptor 283 

diffusion-controlled electrochemical processes [5]. Such diffusion limited the speed of 284 

electron transfer, as evidenced by the strong correlation between soluble CAP 285 

concentration and anodic current [39]. Diffusion limits the contribution of electron 286 

transfer by this mechanism, as shown by the strong relationship between soluble CAP 287 

concentration and anodic current [39]. 288 

 289 

3.4 Electrochemical analysis of cathodes using EIS 290 

Based on the same anode, EIS was used to explore the main reason for the 291 

different performance of these three materials. EIS spectra were fitted to equivalent 292 

circuits (Fig. 4A) to identify the components of the internal resistances of the cathode 293 

material. After EIS test, the fitting circuit nyquist data were fitted using the electrical 294 

circuit given in Fig. 4A, with representative parameters for the polarization and ohmic 295 

resistances, which delineate the resistance of materials [40]. As described in Fig. 4B 296 
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of the fitting results, copper foam electrode exhibited a lower electrode ohmic 297 

resistance (37.6 Ω) and electron transfer resistance (45.4 Ω) than CR and NF. The 298 

lowest resistance of Cu electrode exhibited the highest circuit current (Fig. 1D and Fig. 299 

2B) which contributed to the higher degradation efficiency of CAP.  300 

 301 

3.5 Degradation pathway of CAP 302 

CAP degradation products were identified by LC-MS. The major intermediates 303 

products were mono- and di-hydroxyl derivates of CAP (Fig. 5), which are the typical 304 

products from electrolysis or photodegradation processes [5, 27]. It is speculated that 305 

electrochemical degradation of organic pollutants was recognized as a free-radical 306 

mechanism where hydroxyl radicals (·OH) or ·O2
- formed on the electrode. On the 307 

cathode, the electrons generated by the anode transferred to the surface of the material 308 

and then scavenged by dissolved oxygen, facilitating the hole–electron separation. 309 

Meanwhile, the holes leaving from the valence band of the cathode to form hydroxyl 310 

radicals or directly oxidize various organic compounds [41]. 311 

According to the detected products at different sampling points, CAP 312 

degradation pathways with different cathodes were proposed. Under 0.3 V applied 313 

voltage, there were two possible pathways for CAP degradation using Cu and CR as 314 

cathodes, whereas the pathway using NF was straight forward (Fig. 7). For NF 315 

electrode, the starting change was the hydroxylation of the head-end carbon with a 316 

nitrato nitro-group, yielding the compound M1, ion with m/z 309 [M–H]-, which was 317 

consistent to the addition of mass to CAP. The degradation ceased in the form of M1 318 
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due to the lower current and high cathode potential (Fig. 1C and Fig. 1D). For CR and 319 

Cu cathodes, the initial degradation started from the hydroxylation of the terminal 320 

carbon that contains two chlorine atoms to form compound M2. The presence of M3 321 

was due to the reaction of M2 who accepted six electrons [10]. Two side chains of M3 322 

were detached and benzene ring formed via hydroxyl radicals attack. Then the further 323 

hydroxyl radicals attack would result in the formation of CO2 and H2O. For these 324 

three materials, M9 was also detected as the common hydrolysate. 325 

After changing applied voltage to 0.5 V, potential below -0.6 V was achieved for 326 

all three cathodes. The degradation started directly from the bond breaking of the 327 

terminal carbon that contains two chloride atoms, yielding the compound M3, ioned 328 

with m/z 237/239 [M–H]-. Further oxidation of the amino and hydroxyl groups of M3 329 

led to the production of M5. Subsequent oxidation of the lateral groups of M5 broke 330 

the side chain of the methyl to produce nitrobenzene. The denitration of nitrobenzene 331 

yielded M7 by obtaining six electrons. This compound was ultimately converted to 332 

CO2 and H2O with further hydroxyl radicals attack. Similar behavior was observed 333 

during the photolytic degradation of the antibiotic sulfamethoxazole [27]. 334 

The results confirmed that different cathode materials exhibited different cathode 335 

potential and circuit current which in turn affected the degradation pathways and 336 

removal efficiency of CAP. Compared with the conventional semiconductor 337 

heterojunction photocatalysts or electrolysis processes, copper foam as the cathode of 338 

BES achieved high CAP removal efficency in situ with the electrons generated from 339 

anode and also this non-coated material can greatly reduce the cost. With the Cu 340 
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cathode, the relatively lower cathode potential would be sufficienct to achieve more 341 

complete degradation of CAP. 342 

 343 

4. Conclusions 344 

In this paper, bioelectrochemical degradation of chloramphenicol (CAP) in 345 

aqueous solution was investigated using carbon rod (CR), copper foam (Cu) and 346 

nickel foam (NF) as cathodes. Based on the comparison of degradation performance, 347 

applied voltage, electrochemical activity of these materials, it could be concluded 348 

that: 349 

(a) Copper foam had the best performance for CAP degradation. The 350 

electrochemical degradation of CAP on Cu electrode followed pseudo-first-order 351 

kinetics. The degradation and mineralization ratios of 32 mg L-1 achieved complete 352 

removed within 12 h with Cu electrode under 0.5 V applied voltage. Copper foam is a 353 

promising material as the cathode for recalcitrant organics degradation in wastewater 354 

treatment.  355 

(b) Applied voltage was the most important factor in determining degradation 356 

and mineralization efficiency. The increase of applied voltage contributed to the 357 

higher circuit current and complete degradation of CAP. 358 

(c) The degradation mechanism was proposed based on cyclic voltammetry tests 359 

and it was deduced that electrons generated from anode microorganism and the 360 

hydroxyl radicals generated in the cathode played key roles in reducing CAP.  361 

(d) Based on the intermediate products identified by LC-MS, a possible 362 
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degradation pathway including radical reaction, ring open and mineralization was 363 

proposed. 364 

 365 
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Figure Captions: 476 

 477 

Fig. 1 (A) potential of anode and cathode during MEC acclimation period, (B) CAP 478 

concentration change with different cathode electrodes under different conditions, (C) 479 

cathode potential with different cathode electrodes during CAP degradation; (D) 480 

average circuit current density in MEC with different metal electrodes (Electrolyte 481 

conductivity = 5.3 mv S-1, initial pH = 6.0, initial CAP concentration = 32 mg L-1, 482 

reaction time = 120 h, applied voltage = 0.3 V) 483 

 484 

Fig. 2 (A) CAP concentration during the degradation with three electrodes, (B) circuit 485 

current density of three electrodes for CAP degradation, (C) cathode potential in MEC 486 

as a function of operation time (Electrolyte conductivity = 5.3 mv S-1, initial pH = 6.0, 487 

initial CAP concentration = 32 mg L-1, reaction time = 120 h, applied voltage = 0.5 V) 488 

 489 

Fig. 3 Cyclic voltammetry tests carried out on the various cathodes with the (A) 490 

presence or absence of oxygen in the catholyte with 32 mg L-1 CAP (B) presence or 491 

absence of oxygen in the catholyte without CAP (C) Cyclic voltammetry of copper 492 

foam electrode in 32 mg L-1 CAP solution at different scan rates (D) peak current vs. 493 

the square root of scan rate 494 

 495 

Fig. 4 (A) Nyquist plots of EIS spectra by different electrodes in 32 mg L-1 CAP 496 

solution. (B) Component analysis of internal resistance for different material cathodes 497 

(fit with the equivalent circuit) 498 
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Fig. 5 The LC–MS profiles of the CAP degradation products by (A, B, C) Cu and CR 499 

electrodes, (D) NF under 0.3 V applied voltage 500 

 501 

Fig. 6 The LC–MS profiles of the CAP degradation products under 0.5 V 502 

 503 

Fig. 7 Possible pathways for CAP degradation 504 

 505 

Table 1 The efficiency for the CAP degradation with different cathode materials 506 

(operation time: 120 h) 507 

508 
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 509 

 510 

Fig. 1 (A) potential of anode and cathode during MEC acclimation period, (B) CAP concentration 511 

change with different cathode electrodes under different conditions, (C) cathode potential with 512 

different cathode electrodes during CAP degradation; (D) average circuit current density in MEC 513 

with different metal electrodes (Electrolyte conductivity = 5.3 mv S-1, initial pH = 6.0, initial CAP 514 

concentration = 32 mg L-1, reaction time = 120 h, applied voltage = 0.3 V) 515 
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 516 

Fig. 2 (A) CAP concentration during the degradation with three electrodes, (B) circuit current 517 

density of three electrodes for CAP degradation, (C) cathode potential in MEC as a function of 518 

operation time (Electrolyte conductivity = 5.3 mv S-1, initial pH = 6.0, initial CAP concentration = 519 

32 mg L-1, reaction time = 120 h, applied voltage = 0.5 V) 520 
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 521 

Fig. 3 Cyclic voltammetry tests carried out on the various cathodes with the (A) presence or 522 

absence of oxygen in the catholyte with 32 mg L-1 CAP (B) presence or absence of oxygen in the 523 

catholyte without CAP (C) Cyclic voltammetry of copper foam electrode in 32 mg L-1 CAP 524 

solution at different scan rates (D) peak current vs. the square root of scan rate 525 

526 
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 527 

Fig. 4 (A) Nyquist plots of EIS spectra by different electrodes in 32 mg L-1 CAP solution, (B) 528 

Component analysis of internal resistance for different material cathodes (fit the equivalent 529 

circuit) 530 
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 531 

Fig. 5  The LC–MS profiles of the CAP degradation products by (A, B, C) Cu and CR 532 

electrodes, (D) NF under 0.3 V applied voltage 533 
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 534 

Fig. 6  The LC–MS profiles of the CAP degradation products under 0.5 V 535 
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 536 

Fig. 7  Possible pathways for CAP degradation 537 

538 
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Table 1  The efficiency for the CAP degradation with different cathode materials (operation 539 

time: 120 h) 540 

Parameters 

CAP removal 

rate/% k /h-1 R2 t1/2 

CEan 

(%) 

ηCAP (mol CAP/mol 

△COD) 

AP = 0.3 V 

 

CR 100 0.148 0.97 4.7 18.09 0.36 

Cu 100 0.258 0.98 2.69 19.56 0.54 

NF 88.68 0.016 0.90 43.59 10.23 0.06 

AP = 0.5 V 

 

CR 100 0.314 0.96 2.21 33.93 0.28 

Cu 100 0.571 0.97 1.21 59.32 0.44 

NF 94.88 0.022 0.95 31.94 26.59 0.06 

Noted : AP: applied voltage 541 
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